Heart rate complexity (HRC) is a measure of the beat-to-beat variations in heart rate which can be used in patients to identify their physiologic deterioration caused by critical injury. This measurement is the results of nonlinear analysis to the R-to-R interval (RRI) of the electrocardiogram (ECG) of pre-hospital trauma patients. Power spectra, entropy, fractal dimension, auto-correlation function and auto-correlation time are some tools for this nonlinear analysis of ECG signal. However, the measurements of these tools for some RRI data in the heart rates for healthy subjects and those with congestive heart failure are so close and hard to distinguish and use for further emergency care. In this case, surrogating raw data by some manipulated data will provide more informative vital signs. In this article, we will compare the nonlinear analysis of raw data by manipulated data using dominant frequency extraction. Here, we will use real data of 270-beat sections of ECG from 45 emergency patients brought to Shiraz Rejaee Hospetal prior to any medication.
Introduction
Recently, nonlinear analysis of R-to-R interval (RRI) in heart rate has brought research attention in medicine to improve predictive accuracy of medication in severely injured patients. It seems conventional vital signs information such as heart rate and blood pressure to identify critically injured patients eventually replaced by heartrate complexity (HRC) analysis to the electrocardiogram (ECG) of patients in trauma centers. In this respect, different nonlinear analysis tools such as; power spectra, entropy, fractal dimension, auto-correlation function and auto-correlation have been adapted for this complexity analysis of ECG signal. Reidbord and Redington [1] were one of the early reports on applications of nonlinear analysis of the heart physiology. Moody and his colleagues could confidently predicted survival in heart failure cases by use of fully automated methods for deriving nonlinear and conventional indices of heart rate dynamics [2] . Further studies were reported in cases of arrhythmia or general anesthesia by Pomfrett [3] , Fortrat [4] , Lass [5] and references therein. Recently, noteworthy works of Batchinsky and coworkers have shown that prehospital loss of RRI complexity is associated with mortality in trauma patients [6] [7] [8] . They have also shown that prediction of trauma survival by analysis of heart rate complexity is even possible by reducing data set size from 800-beat to 200 or lower beat data sets. In this article, we will use different data nonlinear analysis tools such as; power spectrum, entropy, Lyapunov exponent, capacity dimension and correlation function to analyze HRC as a sensitive indictor of physiologic deterioration. In these analyses, we will use real data of 270-beat sections of ECG from 45 emergency patients brought to Shiraz Rejaee Hospetal trauma center prior to any medication. As we can see, using some manipulation on raw data will provide more informative vital signs in our nonlinear analyses.
Nonlinear Analysis Tools
Here, we have used the following data analysis tools for both, raw and manipulated data.
1) Power spectrum of HRC is a sensitive indicator of physiologic deterioration that demonstrates a fast Fourier transform of our data and displays the mean square amplitude as a function of frequency. The frequency is in units of the reciprocal of twice the interval between the data points (Nyquist frequency). Here, we illustrate linear-log representation of frequently versus square of the amplitude.
2) Entropy is a quantity that is interpreted as a measure of the amount of disorder in the system to specify the state of the system. So, if we suppose a unite interval subdivided by N subintervals for which p i is the probability of an outcome to be occurred in the ith subinterval, then the entropy of the system is define by
3) Lyapunov exponent may be used to obtain a measure of the sensitive dependence upon initial conditions that is characteristic of chaotic behavior. In this case, orbit of the system has at least one positive Lyapunov exponent. Indeed, Lyapunov exponent gives the stretching rate per iteration in a map, averaged over the trajectory and hence is defined by
Here, we calculated this exponent in units of bits per data sample. Thus a value of +1 means that the separation of nearby orbits doubles on the average in the time interval between data samples.
, and in the limit of small  , the term involving L becomes negligible. In the case of data sets, the average slope of the line for the two middle segments is taken as the capacity dimension. 5) Correlation function is the correlation between random variables at two different points in space or time, usually as a function of the spatial or temporal distance between the points. To calculate we multiply each data
Data Selection and Results
Clinical data from 65 patients, brought to Shiraz Rejaee Hospetal trauma center, were screened and among them 45 patients were selected for our study. These sets of data presence of ECG recordings free of electromechanical noise with at least 270 heart beats. These 270 discrete datasets are used to analyze by the tools described in above section. Some of these nonlinear analysis performed by Chaos Data Analyzer (CDA) [9] and some others are calculated manually.
Prior to calculating and illustrating the results of our data nonlinear analysis, we analyze and present a sample set of data in both raw and manipulated data find by replacing each data with the average of itself and its two nearest neighbors.
First, we illustrated the raw and manipulated of sample data as time series in Figure 1 . As we can see, manipulated data in the right shows more complex and chaotic situation than the raw data on the left side of Figure 1 .
Second, power spectrum in logarithmic-linear representation for both raw and manipulated data are shown in Finally, in Figure 3 we illustrated the correlation function and correlation time for both raw and manipulated data. As we can see in this figure, correlation function of raw data (on the left) converging to zero more frequently than the one related to manipulated data (on the right). This indicates the stronger chaotic characteristic of the manipulated data.
Therefore, in this study instead of raw data we use manipulated data to find the chaotic measurements described in Section 2. Here we use power spectrum, entropy and Lyapunov exponent to show these chaotic measurements.
Recently, these measurements as a nonlinear analysis tools play an important role in biology. Indeed, biologic processes, as a highly complex system, cannot be described by analysis of the simple calculation. In the cardiovascular system, one consequence of this complexity is the irregularity and chaotic behavior in RRI. The above measurements described in Section 2 are among of well suitable tools for analysis of such signals. Perrier to use these tools for human RRI analysis Batchinsky and his co-workers have used them in two animal models of hemorrhagic shock [9] . They have used Entropy technique to measure RRI complexity on which was decreasing during the shock and was restoring by fluid resuscitation. Similar study have reported in decreasing of RRI complexity in human volunteers subjected to central hypovolemia by means of lower body negative pressure [10] . In this study, we have used the same methodology in these and some other articles [6] , with some different chaotic measurements for real data, to discriminate between survivors and non-survivors of trauma in the prehospital setting. As noted in these studies, we also hypothesized that loss of RRI complexity is associated with mortality after trauma.
In order to do our data analyze, among the 65 available data recorded by ECG from trauma patients brought to Shiraz Rejaee Hospetal prior to any medication, we were screened for presence of ECG recordings free of electromechanical noise, free of ectopic beats, and at least 270 heart beats in length of 45 patients were selected. Before using these raw data, as we explained above, we have manipulated data by replacing each data with the average of itself and its two nearest neighbors. Then these manipulated data have imported into Chaos Data Analyzer (CDA) [9] to evaluate Lyapunov exponents, capacity dimension and correlation dimension. We have also evaluated entropy manually, i.e. using our prepared code to evaluate these quantities. In order to be consistence, we have used dimension 2 for our embedding dimension in all these evaluation quantities and the results are showed in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the results for 37 survivals and Table 2 for 8 non-survival patients. As we expected, by comparing the average values in last row of both tables, all values correspond to survival patients are more than the values corresponds to non-survivals unless the last value, correlation dimension, on which the value corresponding to non-survivals is bigger than the one corresponding to the survivals. This shows that the data corresponding to non-survival are more correlated than the corresponding survival data. Therefore, in average the chaos measurements, entropy, Lyapunov exponents and capacity dimension in survival patients are higher than non-survival, which proof our assertion.
Conclusion
In this article, we have hypothesized the loss of RRI complexity is associated with mortality after trauma. To prove our assertion, we have used the real data of 270-beat sections of ECG from 45 emergency patients. Using these data, we have calculated entropy, Lyapunov exponent, capacity dimension and correlation function and illustrated in Tables 1 and 2 . By comparing the average values in last row of these two tables, all values correspond to survival patients are more than the values correspond to non-survivals unless the last value, correlation dimension, on which the value corresponding to nonsurvivals is bigger than the one corresponding to the survivals. This shows that the data corresponding to nonsurvival are more correlated than the corresponding survival data. Therefore, in average the chaos measurements, entropy, Lyapunov exponents and capacity dimension in survival patients are higher than non-survival, which proof our assertion.
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